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After last year’s Castle Hatfield Days devastating defeat, this year Team Castle came back 
stronger than ever and did not give up without one hell of  a fight. After many amusing publicity 
photos from the Castle Hatfield Day Rep, Pookie, we were raring to go. We kicked of  the games 
with the erg challenge and showed Hatfield what true determination looked like with a big win 
by a 2km. The following Friday saw more great wins by Castle in Hockey and on the Saturday 
with Basketball and Men’s and Women’s Rugby. By the end of  Saturday, Castle, for the first time 
in many years were leading the competition! However, it was on the Sunday when it seemed that 
our luck (or soberness) had run out.  

After valiant efforts by all teams involved, including a win from Netball A’s, a walkover from 
Table Tennis, a heartbreaking draw in Women’s Football from an own goal, a surprising draw 
from a drunk Men’s Football team and another draw from Darts, we concluded the day 
ultimately losing to Hatfield. 

Special mentions must go to Squash who played very close games and only just missed out on a 
win, Ultimate Frisbee who, to quote Ben Abreo, did “not get slaughtered as much as last time” 
and for playing in what can only be classified as a mud bath. Mixed Lax also tried their best 
against a team who definitely had way over the limit of  the number of  DU players allowed to 
play and for sustaining some pretty bad injuries.  

The day ended with a delicious formal where Hatfielder’s truly learnt the rules of  the game and 
a fantastic set played by Castle Big Band and Kinky Jeff. A big shoutout to Ranulph and his tech 
team for lighting up the Great Hall with such style and to the exec and helpers for helping set up 
the Great Hall and run the event. Also, thanks must also go to 
the captains, Pookie, the servery staff  and our friends over at 
Hatfield for helping to organise such a fun event. 

Although slightly heartbroken, I can say with a lot of  faith 
that we really did give Hatfield a run for their money and I 
wish Castle the best of  luck next year in kicking some 
Hatfield butt. 

USO’s Report 
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Sport Castle Hatfield

Rowing Win 

Mixed Hockey 3 - 1

Women's Rugby 22 - 15

Men's Rugby Win

Basketball 46 - 11

Netball A 25 - 5

Table Tennis 9 - 0

Sport Castle Hatfield

Tennis 1 - 2

Badminton 3 - 6

Squash 3 - 7

Netball B 6 - 18

Pool 4 - 6

Frisbee 5 - 9

Volleyball 0 - 2

Cricket 49 53

Mixed Lax 0 - 10

Sport Castle Hatfield

Men’s 
Football

1 - 1

Women’s 
Football

1 - 1

Darts 1 - 1

Results
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Men’s Football 

Castle AFC started their Sunday mornings with a hard fought draw 
against a strong Hatfield side in front of  an attendance of  Laura 
Doherty and a referee who appeared to spend all his time in Dark Matter 
Café.  

Hatfield were in complete control for the first half. With the Castle AFC 
players struggling to see and occasionally needing to leave the field of  
play for a TC, it looked like they were in for a tough and costly 90 
minutes. Yet, with probably 3% possession, Castle somehow only 
conceded one goal before half-time.  

The boys returned after the half  time break with renewed vigour. 
Spurred on by the prospect of  Harry Daly converting his off-field form 
into on-field footballing prowess, they were confident they could cause 
an upset. Shockingly Daly didn’t score, but Castle were able to draw level 
early on in the half  after an inspired run and calm finish by Aidan 
Bracebridge. 

The game was tied at 1-1. Realising that a result would be funny, Castle 
continued to battle hard against their Hatfield opponents. Hatfield 
barraged the Castle defence in an almost mechanical fashion: ----
Turnbull takes goal kick-Langman loses ball-Hatfield try and score-
Hatfield somehow don’t score-Measor says something 
incomprehensible-repeat----. But Castle remained resolute. The team 
managed to farcically eke out a draw in what will go down as one of  my 
all-time favourite matches at university. 

MOTM: Sam Packham 

DOTD: myself; only eleven players made it down to MC, but binned 
captain Cartmell still asked for there to be rolling subs. 

Captains Reports
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Captains Reports
Ultimate Frisbee 

After suffering a 13-1 pasting last year 
CMUF was determined to recover 
some lost pride this year and turned 
out in force with 16 players, including 
some newcomers (who are very 
welcome to stay!). The first few points 
were closely contested affairs with 
both teams trading points in the first 
half  of  the match, though play was 
surprisingly well spirited for a match 
without a spirit score. Hatfield got their offensive discipline together just 
before half  time and were able to push ahead with smooth handler play 
leading to a streak of  points that ultimately won them the match, despite 
some truly excellent play by the Castle side. The efforts of  Richard 

Thompson, Joey Reiness and Laura 
Churchill do deserve particular note, 
respectively for laying out, giving 
awesome tactical advice and scoring 
their first ever point! Whilst not 
technically a victory the 9-5 score line 
was a massive improvement over last 
year’s “slaughter” and bodes well for 
the remaining matches of  the season 
against teams with far fewer DUF 
players. 
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Volleyball 

After a Hatfield player 
arrived late we began the 
match of  three sets. 
Unfortunately, Hatfield won 
the first set comfortably. In 
the second set however 
Castle came back strong 
taking a significant lead until 
Hatfield pulled it back to 
win with an unbreakable 
service. 

2-0 to Hatfield, may the 
odds be ever in our favour.  	  	  

Basketball 

Castle Basketball, playing for the 
first time with both guys and girls, 
started the game against Hatfield 
strongly, and was ahead by 10 
points at the end of  the first 
quarter. The team did not rest 
however, and continued to increase 
the point difference, culminating in 
a smashing victory 46-11. 

Shout out to the men’s team who, 
unimpressed by the efforts required 
against Hatfield, played Grey right 
after, and won 18-15.	  

Cricket 

On a mild Saturday afternoon a rather makeshift UCCC turned up to do 
battle with Hatfield. The signs were not good when four of  their team 
rocked up in DU stash and the ill fortune continued with Castle losing 
the toss and being inserted in to bat. At 3-2 following the first over it 
looked to be a short game. But a tidy partnership between George 
Macgregor and Matt Jolley pushed Castle to a slightly more respectable 
49all out. Unfortunately, the total was not quite enough with Hatfield 
chasing it down with a couple of  overs to spare for the win. 

Captains Reports
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Mixed Hockey 

The match started with two heavy blows for Castle. Whilst Waiteing for one 
player, we were informed he preferred Vs with but seconds before the match 
began. The second came within minutes of  the opening whistle as Hatfield burst 
through to scrape a goal past keeper Tom Fleming and Castle’s solid defence, 
which was otherwise on top form all night. However, this was Hatfield’s high 
tide. Castle bounced back with Women’s Captain Alice Duns strike from a short 
corner ricocheting in to bring us level. After a timely substitution Chris 
Silberberg picked up a lovely through ball from Men’s Captain Matt Butcher and 
slotted right of  the keeper to give Castle a lead before half  time. Butch and Berg 
broke through several times afterwards, but Butch fluffed his chances. 

The second half  opened with a renewed Hatfield offensive, the play in a tight 
balance. Throughout the half  and the game Alice Duns and Ismay Fox played a 
tremendous role in midfield, taking on more than their share of  burly Hatfield 
midfielders to ease the pressure on the defence. As the half  progressed Castle’s 
pressure began to tell on Hatfield, with a superb strike from Fresher Matt Jolley 
in the last 10 minutes Castle pressed on for a 3-1 victory. The entire team of  
Alice Duns, Ismay Fox, Ally Norris, Sadie Hodgson, Rebecca Stone, Tom 
Fleming, Matt Butcher, Lucas McCollum, Matt Jolley, Harry Knowlton, Tom 
Bent, Tom Mumby, Archie Campbell and Chris Silberberg put in a terrific 
performance to grant Castle her second victory of  the contest, and the first 
mixed Hockey Victory for Castle-Hatfield Day in living JCR memory.   

Badminton 

Despite lacking a mixed team and a DU player that was missing in action, Castle 
badminton came out in force to take on our spiteful neighbours on the Bailey, 
sporting cardinal and our legendary Castle spirit. Even in the warm up, Hatfield 
were throwing some serious non-verbal shade with many an overly aggressive 
shot – much like our Castle though, we rose above it. The games got underway 
and our first-time pairs put up a good fight, but everyone on the courts was 
completely eclipsed by Castle’s own Jon ‘Badminton Jesus’ Wilson and Naomi 
‘never missed’ Warin, who were exceptional. Alas, the consistency of  Hatfield’s 
seasoned pairs won out in the end, but not without a few thrashings from our 
superhuman duo.  

Captains Reports
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Photos

Mixed Lax in action 

Netball A Team post 25-5 victory 
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Height of  action at the erg  challenge 

Goal scoring kick for UCWAFC 

Photos


